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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
2003 will be looked back upon as a very important year in the evolution of visual communications
on the web - the year of the photoblog. Fueled by
affordable high quality digital cameras and the
overnight success of camera phones, combined
with increasing penetration of broadband access,
a revolution has been sparked. The blog/photoblog revolution is on one hand an intellectual
experiment in an online-powered, always-on society, and on the other a major paradigm shift in
how we communicate, form groups and communities, get our information and conduct commerce. It
is quickly emerging from “under-the-radar” and
heading toward mass-market acceptance.
This revolution also brings about the most
dynamic large scale new use for images to have
emerged since the email attachment, a golden
opportunity for companies in the imaging industry
to capture a new energy and interest in picture taking and picture sharing, and with it new customers
and new revenue streams.
Photoblogs, or blogs consisting mostly of
digital photo content published on the web, are
creating a new model for photo sharing that provides instant distribution of digitally-captured photos to selected groups or the browser-equipped
public at large. New photoblogging services are
experiencing exponential growth -as high as 60%
compounded monthly. Future Image estimates
there are currently over one million web sites or
blogs published where digital photos are the primary content, and that number is rapidly rising.
This report explains the key concepts –
blogs, photoblogs, moblogs, posts, RSS, and so
on- and their architectural underpinnings, as well
as key distinctions between photoblogs and photo
sharing sites.
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It examines the user segmentation for blogs
and photoblogs –consumer, business, media- as
well as the vendor segmentation according to technology base, followed by profiles of the 10 top
vendors in the space, with extended descriptions
of the two most significant new offerings:
SixApart’s TypePad, and America Online’s
Journals, and it’s integration with its You’ve Got
Pictures service.
The Markets and Opportunities section discusses opportunities raised by the photoblogging
revolution for various categories of vendors of
imaging products and services: Digital Camera
and Camera Phone Vendors, Imaging Software
Vendors, Infrastructure and Platform vendors,
Mobile Photo Messaging Software Vendors, Stock
Photography Vendors, and Online Photo Services.
It examines the dynamics of photoblogging with
respect to generation of demand for print services,
and specifically focuses on the competitive threat
photoblogging poses to Online Photo Services,
and AOL’s role in the marketplace given its participation in both models.
Note: In this report, the term blogs can be
used generally to refer to any blog-type (weblog,
online journal, photoblog or moblog which are
defined in more detail) and the term blogging will
refer to the act of authoring any type of blog.
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INTRODUCTION
Things have been rather quiet on the web in
these post-bubble years. From 1999 to 2001 venture-capital-fueled companies were launching new
forms of content, commerce, community and communications on an almost weekly basis. Most of
those companies are gone now, only those that
were able to satisfy a genuine consumer need or
desire, build a critical mass of users, and establish a
revenue model to support their expenses have survived.

Figure 1: Blogs are getting media attention.
Two segments that saw major retrenchment
are Online Photo Services and Personal Publishing
Communities. The few Online Photo services that
survived and are now holding their own are those
who focused on converting digital photos to prints.
GeoCities, a prominent personal publishing community site, claimed 4.6 million users at the time of
their acquisition by Yahoo in 1999. Now Yahoo is
trying to weed out the free sites and convert the users
to fee-based web hosting. Personal web sites are still
popular and today most ISP’s and web portals provide free web space to their users and AOL’s
Hometown service alone hosts over 10 million sites.
Given these facts, it seems fair to say that the
value propositions for these categories were not so
much incorrect as immature, and based on flawed
revenue models. They did however lay the groundwork for key developments occurring today in webbased imaging.
Two trends are driving major changes in how
digital images are shared on the web and how they
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impact our lives and businesses. The first is the
explosive growth in sales of digital image capture
devices -digital cameras, and increasingly even
more so, camera-phones. The second is the emergence of new forms of web-based publishing and
group communication tools -weblogs, photoblogs
and online journals.
Digital cameras and camera phones are
flooding the market. It is projected that over 30 million digital cameras and 50 million camera phones
will be sold in 2003,
and studies demonstrate their owners use
them a lot more frequently, take many
more images, than do
average film camera
user (for more on the
adoption patterns and
impact of cameraphones, see “The
Camera-phone
Phenomenon: A New
Deal In Imaging”,
Future Image Inc.
2003). As more pictures find their way
into digital form, and
become increasingly
easier to store, organize and transmit,
new ways of using,
viewing and sharing
these images are emerging, centered around usage
of the Web. The numbers are impressive: It is estimated that AOL users share over 10 million digital
pictures a day and EBay users upload 2 million digital pictures per day.
In parallel, new mobile data devices and services such as camera-phones and Wi-Fi hotspots are
pushing the Internet further into the fiber of everyday
life. The emergence of broadly usable wireless communications is ushering in a new phase where
“always on” users connect to the Internet from home,
at work, and while on the move. Partly as a result,
the web is also becoming a more “participatory”
medium, used for much more than email and information access. People are using the internet to make
connections: to buy and sell things on eBay, to look
for jobs on Monster.com, to find old friends at
Classmates.com, to find a mate at Match.com and
so on.
In keeping with this trend, a new form of
online publishing called weblogs (or “blogs”) has
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recently exploded onto the media radar. Weblogs
have been popularized by journalists and pundits
and brought to the attention of the public by their
role in major events such as the downfall of Trent
Lott, the war in Iraq and the recent Blackout of
2003. It is unusual to pick up a newspaper these

Blogs and Photoblogs are filling a gap
between online communications tools such as email,
chat, discussion groups and websites, to enable
authors and picture-takers to quickly get their content
published and to provide an easy mechanism for
dialog with and among their viewers. While capabilities, applications and market
segmentation are still in the formative stages, the momentum
being developed indicates that
monetization opportunities will
become
significant.
Participating in these trends
therefore promises significant
opportunities for the providers of
imaging devices, services, software and infrastructure who
choose to address the growth
requirements of these new, easy
to use forms of web publishing
for both consumer and business
segments.

Figure 2: Growth of Fotolog.net in photos published
days without reading about weblogs becoming a
force in media, politics and activism. Blogs provide
an outlet for anyone with a browser and internet connection to share their ideas, opinions and expertise
and are part of the larger trend of explosive growth
in social software and web services that help people to connect and communicate. Blog authors, also
called bloggers, can gain instant distribution of their
views to an online audience, with little more than a
browser and a Net connection.
”Turbocharged” as they have been by pervasive digital photography and wireless networks,
weblogs have recently emerged as a popular and
powerful vehicle for communicating online with pictures. The instant and fast-growing popularity of this
new method of visual publishing and communication, called photoblogs, makes it one of the most significant new uses for images to have emerged since
email attachments.
Fotolog.net, one of the early entrants, now
boasts over 50,000 users and their number of photos uploaded has increased tenfold from January
through August of 2003. In July of 2003 alone,
Fotologgers uploaded over 162,000 images.
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A - Definitions: Weblogs, Photoblogs, Moblogs
B - Blog Basics
C - Photoblog/Moblog Basics
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A DEFINITIONS: WEBLOGS,
PHOTOBLOGS, MOBLOGS
Called blogs for short, weblogs and online journals
got their start in the late 90’s. Technologists and academics looking to easily express their ideas and writings on the web developed blogs as a simple,
essentially real-time form of online publishing.

Figure 3: Text-oriented blogs.
A basic blog takes less than five minutes to setup and once it is set up, content can be published
instantly to the web from any browser. Anyone who
can use web-based email or instant messaging has
the skills to become a blogger. Unlike chat or instant
messaging, blogs are asynchronous meaning that
once published they can be viewed at the reader’s
leisure. Blogs are designed to be updated frequently and have built-in capabilities for interactivity
through comments, linking and syndication; making
them very dynamic, online publications. As a result,
they provide an entertaining experience that promotes active communication among communities of
interest.
This “fun factor”, as well as the information
value factor, is clearly enhanced by including digital
photos in blogs. Accordingly, a group of startups
has emerged with business plans based on building
blogging platforms & services that are focused on
digital images as their primary content-type. These
photoblogs are dynamic online photo journals
where users can visually communicate through digital imagery whether they express their ideas, experiences and creativity, or share information that is visual in nature.
Photoblogs are easy to create and simplify
sharing photos with multiple recipients. Rather than
emailing photos to all of your friends, or to your colleagues on a project, you post pictures to your photoblog by uploading through your browser or email-
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ing the photo as an attachment to your photoblog.
The reader is presented with a dynamic collection of
digital photos – some authors will provide extensive
commentary, others (for instance those uploading
from camera-phones) will just send the photo.
These new photoblogging services have
greatly improved both the process of posting images
and the presentation part of viewing the photos on
the web. These services are all similar in their focus
on photos as the primary content element, though
each has their own unique features targeted at slightly different applications and users. For more on
these distinctions, see the “Vendor Profiles” in Part 3.
One of the hottest growth areas in photoblogging has been driven by the explosive growth in the
sales and use of camera-phones (for more on the
adoption patterns and impact of camera-phones,
see “The Camera-phone Phenomenon: A New Deal
In Imaging”, Future Image Inc. 2003.) A moblog is
a photoblogging service designed for publishing
photos directly from a camera-phone or other wireless device (moblogs can also support text posts, but
they are most frequently associated with photos).
Some moblogging services are independent services for any user that can send an email. Others
such as NewBay’s Foneblog platform are designed
to be services offered by mobile network operators.

Figure 4: Screen shots from popular
photoblogging services
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B BLOG BASICS:
Structure:
The way blogs are authored and served is quite different than websites. Traditional websites use an
architecture where content is associated with a specific web page represented by a URL. Tools like
Microsoft FrontPage create and edit web pages.
Weblogs on the other hand are dynamically served
log files based on a simple structured framework
consisting of a collection of ‘posts’ (see below).
The layout of the blog adjusts dynamically to
the new content that is being posted. A blog’s home
page lists a user-specified number of posts (a week’s
worth for example). Older posts are automatically
archived and accessed through an index and/or a
calendar.

Figure 5: Blog Building Blocks.
The basic building block of a blog is called a
post. At its simplest, a blog post or journal entry is
an author’s thought or comment that is published to
a URL that can be read by a viewer through a
browser. The hallmark of a blog is the display of a
sequence of posts in reverse chronological order,
with the most recent post being displayed first.
When a post is published to a blog, the baseline
blogging platform or application performs some
behind the scenes processing:
a permalink is automatically created
a comment link is added to the post
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The permalink acts as a permanent reference link to
that specific post, and will stay with that post even if
it is moved to a different place in the site (for instance
pushed off to an archive.) The comment link enables
posts made by readers to be associated with the
original content. A reader wanting to add their
views or ideas to a post can leave a comment that
is then automatically associated with that post.
Authoring:
A blog can be created and managed using either
an off-line application such as Userland Software’s
Radio Userland and Six Apart’s Movable Type, or
using an online application such as AOL Journals,
Google’s Blogger or Six Apart’s TypePad. In addition, blogging platforms that include both application software and hosting services have evolved to
provide an expanded
set of tools and mechanisms that further simplify the creation and
publishing of posts,
such as email-to-post
or sending a post to a
blog from AOL Instant
Messenger
(AOL
Journals feature.)
One of the
simplest ways for
bloggers to add photos and text to a blog
is Email-2-post. A
photo is attached as a
JPEG file to an email
message and sent to
a
special
email
address (the exact
method differs from
service to service). A
text description can be added in the body of the
email. The receiving service then converts the email
to a blog post and automatically publishes it.
Importantly this method supports not only PC users
with a standard email client or webmail service but
also mobile devices that can send pictures as attachment via email, like wireless PDA’s and cameraphones.
Once the blog has been created and hosted
on the web it is accessed through a URL (for example, a c2web blog hosted by Google’s Blogger on
Blogspot
would
have
the
address
http://c2web.blogspot.com). An important consequence is that, unlike albums or pages on a photo
sharing site, blogs can be found and pointed to by
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Figure 6: Basic Blog Authoring
search engines, provided they choose to do so.
Currently that is the case only for one search engine
-but that engine is Google, which powers 75% of all
searches.

Figure 7: Blogging framework
Syndication
While basic blog authoring tools are simple and
easy to use, power bloggers and leading blogging
platform vendors have extended their products
through the pioneering use of syndication based on
formats such as RDF and RSS. These syndication for-
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mats allow blogs to
automatically connect
and share content
with each other as
well as create dynamic streams of updates
(called feeds) for
applications called
news readers or feed
aggregators. The fully
evolved blog ecosystem is actually quite
dynamic and complex as illustrated in
the graphic below.
RSS stands for
Really
Simple
Syndication, a specification for how sites
can describe their
content using XML.
As the content of the site changes, so does the content of the feed. Applications can poll the feed looking for changes and then retrieve the feed data
describing the headlines of the new content. For
more details on RSS, see Appendix A.
Power bloggers use news readers, some built into
tools
like
Radio
Userland, to subscribe
to news feeds from
other blogs and syndicated news sources.
Popular news sites like
the BBC, New York
Times,
News.com
and Yahoo (just
launched
August
2003) provide RSS
feeds of their content.
Using these feeds,
power bloggers are
able to sift through lots
of opinions and current events. Then,
should they wish to do
so, with a single
mouse click they can add those items along with
their comment to a post to their blog. A single news
item from the NY Times Headlines or a post on a
popular blog can trigger thousands of downstream
references to that original item. All of those down-
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stream references are linked back to the original
post.
This linkage feature has powerfully contributed
to making blogs as viral and successful as they’ve
been. Google, the number one search engine on
the web, uses links as one of its ranking criteria,
therefore a site or blog that has many bloggers linking to it will show up high in Google’s search results.
New services have emerged such as blogdex.com,
an MIT Media Lab project and Sifry Consulting’s
technorati.com that track these blog references and
links, and provide an even more detailed pulse
reading of what is happening on the web.
These approaches and technologies have just
started to be applied to rich media content such as
digital photos. Many photoblogging & moblogging
services are providing RSS feeds with thumbnails of
the photos posted on their sites. This new approach
of subscribing to XML feeds from sites coupled with
ease of linking and commenting on other’s content
has the potential to remake how the internet is used,
as envisaged by The Semantic Web being explored
by the W3C.
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C PHOTOBLOG/MOBLOG BASICS:
Photoblogs share common characteristics with
weblogs such as using a post structure, support of
comments, permalinks and RSS feeds. The most
striking difference between a photoblog and a
weblog is that the photoblog’s initial home page
presents a collection of images used for navigation.

Figure 8: Photoblog elements.
Once your photo and description are published to the blog, you can invite viewers (if it is private) or you can immediately broadcast that you

Figure 9: Photoblog types
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have new content to view in a public directory. If a
viewer has subscribed to your photoblog using RSS
or email notification, they will automatically get notified.
Once a photo has been selected, it is viewed
as a post with its associated description and comments. Most photoblogging services have some
form of navigation to move through a sequence of
photos. Some existing online services have been
providing photoblog-like elements (MyFamily.com
allows comments on
photos for example)
but the blog post structure, as described earlier, is fundamentally
different than the
album sharing features of most services.
Photoblogs
can range from the
equivalent of a private
album where one picture-taker is sharing
their photos with a
small, defined group
of viewers; to a wideopen “photo mixer”
where hundreds of
photo takers are contributing to a single
blog.
A private photoblog is not much different than
the functionality that is currently available for online
photo services like Ofoto, PhotoWorks or Shutterfly.
In some cases, these
online photo services
are a better choice
since they have integrated support for
organizing and printing. It is expected that
some of today’s leading online photo sites
will add photoblogs
as an additional feature available on their
services platforms.
Second generation blogging services from AOL and
SixApart are built on
new platforms and
take
different
approaches to man-
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aging photos. AOL Journals is closely integrated
with the existing You’ve Got Pictures service.
SixApart’s TypePad on the other hand has its own
built-in albuming capabilities and is building in features such as password protection catering to those
bloggers looking to communicate with family and
friends. AOL Journals and TypePad are both covered
in detailed Spotlight Reviews in Part 3.
Photo Feeds – Most popular photoblog and
moblogging services support RSS to provide feeds
of photo posts as they are updated. This way an
RSS aggregator/news reader application can

Figure 10: RSS feed of photos from the CoffeeGeek photoblog as seen in Radio
Userland’s news reader
pick up the feed that includes a thumbnail of the
photo or photos posted.
The use of RSS & RDF for photo feeds is a reasonably new development. There are great opportunities for additional innovation with respect to their
integration with news readers, blogging tools & services and digital photo applications –for example
having the capability to subscribe to feeds from within a photo organizing application. With the exponential growth that is predicted for mobile imaging
and camera phones, photoblogs and moblogs will
be an exciting application segment to watch.
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Photoblogs represent a new model of using the
Web infrastructure to share images. In many
respects, their value proposition is similar to the value
proposition of the photo sharing sites that emerged
as part of the nineties “dotcom boom” (for more on
these, see “Web Photo Services 2000 – A
Competitive Analysis”, Future Image Inc. 2000.)
Given the soaring popularity of photoblogs,
the question naturally arises: To what extent are they
competition for, and possible replacement for, photo
sharing sites? To what extent are they complementary or synergistic with them?

Figure 11: Online Photo Services vs Photoblogs
The two types of services have very different
roots. Evolving as they have from previous generations of text-oriented blogs, which themselves
evolved from listservs and online forums, blogs are
more dynamic, public, and oriented around a community of contributors and viewers. Online photo
services, which are rooted in translating the hard
copy photo album paradigm into online terms, have
typically been more private and oriented around an
individual’s photos shared with close friends and
family.
Nevertheless, as the table on the next page
shows, in most performance dimensions the capabilities of photoblogs can be viewed as a superset
of the capabilities of sharing sites.
In other words, photobloggers have the
option, should they choose to do so, to allow and
encourage widespread participation and community building around their blog – or they can choose
to limit it to a narrower group along the same lines
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as a photo sharing site. Access to a photoblog is
more flexible, and involves less commercial solicitation. Perhaps most importantly, photoblogs are
designed to reduce the rigid distinction between
author and viewer by encouraging viewers to contribute to the content of the photoblog, a capability
which we believe will appeal strongly to the core
constituency of online photo services, and which
they are not well equipped to match.
The distinct evolutionary paths of photoblogs
and online photo services do however have significant consequences with respect to printing. Online
photo services, as a
reflection of their business model, are built
on robust infrastructures to store and
manage high resolution images for sharing and ultimately
printing. Blogging service providers come
from a value proposition of getting images
published to the web
quickly, loading views
quickly, and minimizing
infrastructure
requirements (storage
and bandwidth). In
order to achieve this,
blogging services often
scale images or limit
the resolution that can be uploaded.
However, given trends in both storage and
bandwidth, it’s unlikely that architectural constraints
will continue for long to prevent photoblogging services from integrating high-resolution storage, and
printing. We will examine the consequences in the
“Markets & Opportunities” section.
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ONLINE PHOTO SERVICES

BLOGS & PHOTOBLOGS

Service Examples: AOL You’ve Got Pictures,
Ofoto, Shutterfly, Snapfish, Yahoo Photos.

Service examples: AOL Journals, BloggerPro,
Fotolog.net, TextAmerica, TypePad.

User orientation: Memory Keeper, Photo Sharer

User orientation: Photo Journalist (telling a story
with pictures) – Photo Publisher (showing off
photo skills)

Target audience: Friends & family

Target audience: Can be limited to friends
and family, or to any other type of close-knit
community of interest, or extended to the service’s “community”.

Author user experience: photos are uploaded,
typically as a group, to albums for storage and
management. Once uploaded, they can be
renamed, annotated with descriptions and then
printed or shared.

Author user experience: once a blog has been
set up, a photo is selected in the process of
authoring a “post” to be published to the blog.
This can also be done through email by attaching the photo to a message and emailing it to
the blog. Once the blog is published, it is
accessed through a URL on the web.
Sharing options (vary by service):

Sharing options (vary by service):
• Email photos
• Email links to photos (password or login may be
required)
• Email links to album
• Publish shared album to URL

•
•
•
•

Viewer user experience: Viewer receives email
from picture owner. Link through to picture or
album from email invitation, may or may not
need to login/register to service. Photos are displayed in slideshow or contact sheet form.
Viewers are encouraged to buy prints of photos
(and join service).

Viewer user experience: Viewer either checks the
blog periodically, or is notified that there is new
content by email or using a news reader (RSS
feed). Photos are displayed as a post with timestamp, description and an invitation to viewers
to comment.

Email invite to blog
Email notification of new content
RSS Subscription to site
Site or photo posted to a public directory

Figure 12: Differences in user experience between Online photo services and Photoblogs
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THE VENDORS
A - Segmentation
B - Business Models
C - Key Player Profiles
1. AOL
a. Spotlight Review: AOL Journals
2. BuzzNet
3. Google’s Blogger
4. Fotolog, Inc.
5. FotoPages
6. NewBay
7. Six Apart
a. Spotlight Review: TypePad
8. TerraLycos
9. TextAmerica
10. Userland
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A SEGMENTATION:
Early blogging products focused primarily on the creation and publishing of text-based weblogs using
either client applications or online applications.
Radio Userland, a client application from blogging
pioneer Userland Software, is still one of the more
powerful blogging platforms available. Movable
Type from SixApart is a designer’s favorite with

Fotolog.net are seeing 60% growth in photos
uploaded and new users month-over-month. As of
this writing the service boasts over 50,000 users
and photos uploaded has increased tenfold from
January through August of 2003. In July of 2003
alone, Fotologgers uploaded over to 162,000
images.
Under the heading of Second Generation
Services we group offerings from more established
vendors such as AOL, Terra Lycos and SixApart.

Figure 13: Blogging Software and Services Segmentation
extensive controls and customization. Blogger and
LiveJournal are web-based services where all editing
is done in the browser.
As the Web has become increasingly graphical, and driven by the spread of digital photography
and online imaging, blogging platform vendors
have added image handling capabilities as a feature step-up to their premium or pro products that
require a subscription fee.
However, the most interesting developments
have taken place in two segments where images
are
the
primary
content
focus:
photoblogs/moblogs; and what we are calling
“Second Generation” services.
The photoblogs & moblogs category has
gone virtually overnight from non-existent to being a
hotbed of activity for new startups. The barriers to
entry are low and the demand for these services
appears to be voracious.
Services such as
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Though these are AOL & Lycos’ first blogging efforts,
both have long histories in personal web site publishing. AOL’s Hometown hosts over 10 million personal web sites, and Terra Lycos acquired Angelfire
and Tripod, two of the pioneers of personal web
publishing. Six Apart’s Movable Type product is
recognized as the premier weblog authoring solution in the market. Their web-based service called
TypePad breaks new ground in photo enablement.
These second generation services provide a more
complete blog authoring toolset with strong integration for using and managing images as a key content element. See the “Vendor Profiles” section for
detailed examinations of the AOL and SixApart offerings.
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B BUSINESS MODELS:
As is often the case in emerging markets, just about
every possible business model is being tried by one
or more of the vendors of blogging software and services.
• Free Software (Movable Type)
• Purchase Software, no hosting (Movable Type
Pro)
• Purchase Software, hosting included (Radio
Userland)
• Free Service (FotoPages, TextAmerica)
• Free Service, supported by advertising and user
donations (Blogspot, Fotolog.net)
• Free Basic Service, subscription-based premium
services (Blogger, DiaryLand, LiveJournal, Tripod)
• Bundled: comes with ISP or subscription services
(AOL, Earthlink, FoneBlog/NewBay)
• Tiered Subscription Service (My-Expressions,
TypePad)
Providing ASP hosting of user content, especially digital images, can be an expensive proposition. In the heady days of the internet bubble when
eyeballs equaled valuation, these costs were small
in relative terms and services like GeoCities grew
with abandon. In the new reality, most personal
web hosting services are phasing out their free services in favor of subscription-based premium services.
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As of this writing, it’s unclear which if any of these
business models will prove sustainable, an area of
uncertainty which casts a shadow over the segment.
There are, however, a number of promising alternatives beyond those:
Photobloggers may represent a viable advertising/referral opportunity. Online ad inventories on
personal homepages and other communications
and community services have become greatly devalued. Photobloggers however can represent a very
attractive audience for advertisers and may represent a big incremental revenue opportunity for service providers. CNET’s Digital Camera center is
among its most valuable advertising properties.
Subscription services may be in the best position to
monetize their users through direct marketing or by
creating an affiliate storefront serving their blogging
members.
Potential monetization models exist around
printing of the images in photoblogs, which this
group of vendors (with the exception of AOL) has yet
to explore. We'll examine those in depth in the
"Markets and Opportunities " section of this report.
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C KEY PLAYER PROFILES:
1. AOL

URL: journals.aol.com, Keyword: journals
Headquarters: Dulles, VA
Year founded: 1985
Primary Product or Service: AOL Journals is a fullfeatured weblog authoring and hosting service
offered under the AOL Hometown group of personal publishing services.
Service Type: hosted weblog service
Users: 35 million members worldwide
Camera Phone support: text messaging to post
via AOL Instant Messenger, photos not available

SPOTLIGHT ON: AOL JOURNALS
AOL released AOL Journals in August of 2003. AOL
Journals is a weblog service that is part of the AOL
9.0 launch. AOL’s new strategy as outlined recently
by President, Jon Miller is “AOL for Life”, with a specific focus on building features that leverage always
on, broadband connections and allow them to
retain subscribers to their services even if they are not
providing the network. AOL has been paying close
attention to the success of services such as Blogger
and LiveJournals as well as looking for ways to closely integrate AOL Journals with other AOL capabilities.
AOL Journals is part of the AOL Hometown
personal publishing services offering and can be
reached by either keyword: Journals or by going to
keyword: Hometown. Once a journal is created it
shows up in the user’s Hometown control panel
along their websites. Once you select a journal, you
are in a brand new interface that AOL built from the
ground up.
Support for photos is front-and-center in AOL
Journals. Rather than building their own image handling capabilities into the Journals platform, AOL
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Analysis:
AOL is the 800 lb. gorilla of the online services
world. The company has been very successful in
establishing its communications and community
services such as AOL Instant Messenger, AOL
Chat and Hometown homepages as market leaders. Over 10 million users have published personal web sites on AOL Hometown.
AOL’s You’ve Got Pictures (YGP) is the home of
millions of images. AOL’s recent entry into
weblog services with a rich set of photo features
is a natural extension of their personal publishing
efforts and leverages their significant investment in
YGP.
AOL Journals, launched in August of 2003, is a
strong initial effort to provide a robust set of blogging tools to their members. AOL Journals is only
available to members who subscribe to AOL’s
access or broadband-only services. One of
AOL’s challenges/opportunities will be to create
a vibrant community around AOL Journals. See the
Spotlight Review below for a more in-depth look
at AOL Journals.
chose to leverage You’ve Got Pictures (YGP) to create an integrated offering (though not quite seamless). Pictures can be added to a journals post either

Figure 14: AOL Journals with photo album post
from a new Picture Transfer Tool in YGP or by selecting from pictures that were uploaded to Hometown.
All pictures (except those hosted by
Hometown) are hosted and managed through YGP.
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Pictures uploaded from your computer will be stored
in a new Album. Once in an Album, images are
included in the Journals post in an Album object. The
images are stored and served by YGP. The Journals
viewer can advance through the album in place or
can double click on the image. This opens a new
window called Journal Album that calls YGP and
provides several views of the images including a
slideshow or a thumbnail view.

Figure 15: AOL Journals Picture Transfer Tool
Another innovative feature is the ability to post
to AOL Journals directly from AOL Instant Messenger
(AIM). AIM users will also be able to have a direct
link to their Journal in their profile. This will be a big
hit with the under 30 crowd. The initial release of

AOL Journals supports the posting of audio messages to a Journal by using AOL by Phone but does
not support direct posting of pictures from a camera
phone or through email. AOL has started that these
are features that they have on their list for a future
release. The email-to-post capability with photos
may be complicated by their reliance on You’ve got
Pictures for handling their pictures in AOL Journals.
Analysis: This is a
bold effort on the part
of AOL to both create
a richer personal publishing experience as
well as encouraging
use of You’ve Got
Pictures
(the
‘Hometown’ offering
had no integration
with YGP.)
AOL
Journals is a credible
entry into weblogging
services and is expected to generate a massive amount of blogging activity. AOL’s
initial launch strategy
for Journals has been
low-key. They have
made it available to
their subscribers as
featured personal publishing option under their
Hometown services. It is expected that AOL will take
its time to refine the Journals platform by working
cooperitavely with the blogging community. It is
clear though, that their goals are to capture and
retain subscribers and
AOL Journals will
become an important
part of their services
package. With the
rapid growth of
moblogging, adding
camera phone support to AOL Journals
and/or
to
YGP
should be a priority.

Figure 16: AOL Journals’ Album view
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Analysis: Buzznet is setting out to create a place
where mobile digital camera users can easily post
to both their own photoblogs but more importantly, to community or event-based photoblogs.

BUZZNET

URL: www.buzznet.com
Headquarters: Los Angeles, CA
Year founded: 1994, relaunched as photoblogging service in 2003
Service Type: currently a free consumer photoblogging service
Users: mobile camera phone owners
Camera phone support: Yes, email-to-post

This shared blogging experience is enabled by
Buzznet’s simple, but elegant method for sending
posts to a blog using email. Their intent was to
“decouple blogging from the web interface”. It is
too early to gauge their success since they are still
in beta but they have tried to differentiate themselves from other services with their focus on
enabling multiple contributors to send their photos
to a common blog centered on an event or gathering.
The Buzznet user interface is clean and very userfriendly. They are currently beta testing their service as a free offering and have yet to decide on
premium services or pricing.

Analysis: Blogger is one of the pioneers of providing blogging software & hosting services to a
broad base of users. Since their acquisition by
Google, there seems to have been a slowdown in
the release of new features.

GOOGLE’S BLOGGER

The Blogger online application can be used to
publish either to the Blog*Spot hosting service or
to any web host.

URL: www.blogger.com
Headquarters: San Francisco, CA
Year founded: 1999,
acquired by Google in 2002
Primary Product or Service: Blogger and Blogger
Pro weblog authoring tool, Blog*Spot hosting
service.
Users: Over 2 million
Camera Phone support: email-to-post available
with Blogger Pro, Blog*Spot Plus or 3rd-party hosting required.
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The basic Blogger offering does not provide any
image handling capabilities. In order to use digital images in your blog you need to upgrade to
Blogger Pro ($35) and upgrade your hosting
package to Blog*Spot Plus (two levels $5/$10
month) or host your site on an external server.
Blogger now has the resources of Google behind
it. With AOL entering the fray it will need to put
those resources to work by taking its products and
services to the next level. The integration of
BlogThis! into Google’s new toolbar is one example of how Blogger is benefiting from its new parent. Blog This! allows any web site being viewed
in a browser to be posted as a link, with comments, directly to a user’s Blogger blog.
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Analysis:
Fotolog.net was started as a hobby project by
three dot.com veterans looking for a place to
share digital photos with their friends. The site has
experienced explosive growth this year fueled by
its early support of posting via email (for camera
phone support) and a thriving community of amateur photo journalists.

FOTOLOG, INC.

URL: www.fotolog.net
Headquarters: New York, NY
Year founded: 2003
Primary Product or Service: free consumer
photoblog community/service
Service Type: Free basic service with limits, gold
subscription $5/month.
Users: 50,000 +
Camera Phone Support: yes, email-to-post

Fotolog has experienced some growing pains and
is dealing with the costs associated with providing
the services. Users can sign up for the service for
free but they are limited to uploading a single picture per day and each picture can get 10 comments. For $5/month, a Gold member can
upload more pictures and get more comments.
The Fotolog site is truly an amazing international
community. Many Fotolog users are from Brazil.
It will be interesting to see where Fotolog goes
from here. Their service is viral and is proving
capable of handling high volumes of users and
photos. This could be a valuable combination for
a bigger player looking to jumpstart their entry
into the market.

Analysis:

FOTOPAGES

Fotopages was founded by Elan Dekel who had
previously founded EarthNoise, a pioneering personal video publishing service.
Fotopages is a free service with few limits or restrictions. It has been the host of some photoblogs that
have received a lot of media attention including
that of Salam Pax, a blogger from Iraq.

URL: www.fotopages.com
Headquarters: Israel
Year founded: 2003
Service Type: currently a free consumer photoblogging service with /premium subscription services coming in the future.
Users: not disclosed
Camera Phone Support: yes, email-to-post
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Fotopages has a very international flavor with
users from 68 different countries in their directory.
The service supports both uploads from a
PC/browser and via email.
It appears that Fotopages will be moving to a premium services model like other photoblogging services.
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Analysis:
NewBay is a startup based in Ireland started by
experienced entrepreneurs. Their primary focus is
the European market where MMS support and
acceptance is high as well as user’s willingness to
pay for premium services.

NEWBAY

URL: www.newbay.com
Headquarters: Dublin, Ireland
Year founded: 2002
Primary Product or Service: private label blogging
platform for mobile phone carriers
Service Type: consumer-oriented photoblog
Users: In beta tests with several operators.
Camera Phone Support: yes, integrated with
operator’s MMS services

NewBay’s FoneBlog is a consumer-oriented service with a major focus on picture messaging.
FoneBlog is available as licensed software or as a
hosted ASP service and is sold excursively to
mobile operators. Subscription fees are billed by
the carrier at $2.00-$3.50 per month with premium options such as additional storage or custom
skins/templates.
They are currently in market trials with several
undisclosed mobile operators. NewBay is off to
a good start but may soon see competition from
other photo messaging software/services
providers such as LightSurf. It is also possible that
some operators will choose to develop their own
services.

Analysis:
Six Apart is widely recognized as the developer of
Movable Type, an elegant blogging solution that
is the tool of choice for many power bloggers.
Founded by husband and wife team Ben Trott and
Mena G. Trott in 2002, Six Apart recently raised
its first round of external funding from the Japanese
firm Neoteny Co. Ltd.

SIX APART

Movable Type (MT) has a strong user base and
was recently selected by About.com where all of
the Guides are using MT as the default application
for managing and publishing their sites.
URL: www.sixapart.com, www.typepad.com
Headquarters: San Francisco, CA
Year founded: 2002
Primary Product or Service: Movable Type,
TypePad
Service Type: Movable Type (MT) is an application/server software product that is licensed to
both individuals and corporations
Users: over 250,000 downloads of MT, estimated 100,000 active users.
Camera Phone Support: yes, email-to-post
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SixApart recently launched TypePad, a new hosted subscription service for the creation of weblogs.
Pricing ranges from $4.95 to $14.95 per month.
TypePad breaks new ground in providing a simple
entry point for new users with powerful customization features under the covers. A new photo album
tab allows the creation of photoblogs right in
TypePad. There is also support for moblogging
through email-to-post capabilities.See the Spotlight
Review of TypePad on next page.
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SPOTLIGHT REVIEW: TYPE PAD
AOL will not be alone in offering next generation
publishing services for consumers. SixApart, the well
respected developer of MovableType, the leading
high-end and commercial weblog authoring application, will compete in that area with TypePad, a

sumer services like Blogger/Blog*Spot and
LiveJournal.
SixApart has been very conscious of the
importance of photos in weblogs and has put substantial effort into enhancing photo support in
TypePad. TypePad is set up with two distinct tabs,
one for weblogs, the other for photo albums.
Images can be posted to a weblog either
through a web editor
or by using an email2-post mechanism.

Photo Albums
Photo albums are
managed separately
from weblogs. The
user interface supports
the upload of multiple
images and is very
user friendly. Once
the
images
are
uploaded to an
album, they can be
labeled and captioned.
There are sevFigure 17: Weblog built with TypePad.
eral different options
for displaying photo
new hosted service that is currently in Beta testing.
albums, ranging from a contact sheet to a slide
Six Apart lends the elegance and design values of
show with thumbnails along the left margin as picMovableType to it’s online sibling, though TypePad
tured below.
is clearly designed for an entry-level user and will
SixApart has a strong track record of innovainclude elements of community popularized by contion in this field. Even in its initial release, TypePad
incorporates many
powerful features such
as email-to-post and
customization options
and
will
clearly
appeal to the photo
hobbyist. They have
recently raised their
first external investment and will be a
company to watch in
this space. They are
one of the few blogging vendors taking a
pure fee-based service approach and it
will be interesting to
see how that strategy
works against free or
Figure 18 : TypePad Album authoring view with picture detail.
mostly free services.
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Figure 19: TypePad published album view.

TERRA LYCOS – TRIPOD BLOG BUILDER

Analysis:
Lycos was a true pioneer of online communities.
Through their acquisitions of Angelfire and Tripod,
Lycos has maintained two of the most visible
brands in personal publishing services.

URL: www.tripod.lycos.com
Headquarters: Waltham, MA (US)
Year founded: 2000 (Lycos & Terra merger)
Primary Product or Service: Tripod Blog Builder
Service Type: hosted consumer weblog service
Users: Over 100,000 for Blog Builder
Camera Phone Support: not available
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Merged with Terra in 2000, Terra Lycos launched
their weblog service in February of 2003. Blog
Builder is currently only available to Tripod Plus
hosting subscribers ($4.95/month plus $10 setup
fee). Subscribers are able to upload and publish
digital photos to their blogs through a browser.
Mobile blogging and direct camera phone support is not currently available.
Tripod Blog Builder fully supports RSS and rich set
of pre-designed templates along with extensive
customization and personalization options.
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Analysis:
TextAmerica is a spin-out service of Liberation
Management, a long distance and messaging
company. The TextAmercia service is a consumer
moblog service that is being used as a public testing and development lab for their technology and
platform.

TEXT AMERICA

URL: www.textamerica.com
Headquarters: San Diego, CA
Year founded: service went live in mid-2002,
Primary Product or Service: Textamerica, Local
Imaging
Service Type: consumer moblogging service
Users: undisclosed
Camera Phone Support: yes, email-to-post

USERLAND SOFTWARE

Photoblogs: The New Paradigm For Photo Sharing

TextAmerica is one of the few companies actively
going after commercial applications of photoblogging under the Local Imaging brand. Local
Imaging will be launching commercial applications of their platform for applications such as real
estate, aerospace & defense and construction.

Founded by Dave Winer, a driving force behind
the weblog movement, Userland has some great
products but seems to have lost some momentum
in recent years.

URL: www.userland.com
Headquarters: Acton, MA
Year founded: 1988
Primary Products or Services: Radio, Manila &
Frontier, Weblog.com directory.
Service Type: weblog authoring and content
management software
Users: not disclosed
Camera Phone Support: not available
Analysis:
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TextAmerica has been gaining some attention with
their group and public blogs such as the Blackout
blog. They have a nice feature set and a very
easy to use interface. TextAmerica offers users the
ability to upload their own templates and directly
edit the HTML of their moblogs. These features
have enticed bloggers to host their moblogs at
TextAmerica while giving them the flexibility to
match the look-and-feel of their weblogs hosted
elsewhere.

Radio is a client application sold by Userland for
$39.95/yr. that includes hosting. Radio has some
very powerful features for the creation and ongoing maintenance of a weblog. It is the only product we reviewed that included a built-in news reader. This makes subscribing to and posting from
feeds extremely easy. Image handling is not one
of Radio’s strong suits and could use improvement.
Userland has created some important standards,
some singlehandedly, some in cooperation with
others, that have enabled the growth of the
weblog market including XML-RPC, SOAP, RSS
and OPML. Userland will need to quickly get
focused on a future direction for its products in
order to compete with the new entrants and
updates from its competitors.
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MARKETS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
A - Markets
B - Monetizing Photoblogs
C - Photoblogs and Hard Copy Printing
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A MARKETS
Photoblogs are still in the early stages of evolution,
from an experimental medium and academic pursuit, to a value proposition for broader segments. Yet
applications have already emerged in three distinct
markets: consumer, media, and business.
Historically, the majority of blogging activity
has been either as a vehicle for self-expression by
individuals, or as an extension of other electronic
media (web sites, newsletters etc.) by publishers and
authors, with business applications beginning to

the size of the network. In a photoblog community,
when someone posts a new picture to their photoblog/moblog, there is an audience waiting to view
those images. The viewers are often other members
of the author’s community of interest, or they can be
random guests.
On services such as Fotolog.net, members are
able to add other people’s photoblogs to their
friends & favorites list. The Fotolog.net home page
also includes thumbnails from recently updated photoblogs as well as listings of the newest blogs, most
frequently viewed blogs, and blogs with the most
recent comments. All of this encourages viewers to
look at other people’s blogs, and promotes viral
exploration and reference.
Thus far, this
segment has consisted mainly of early
adopters,
and
younger consumers.
However we expect
to see development of
second and third generation services that
expand features and
functionality to successfully appeal to
mainstream “pictures
as memories” consumers.

Figure 20: Primary Blog Application Segments
appear most recently. The table below lists some of
the more popular blog/photoblog types.
1) Consumer/Personal Segment
Consumers using photoblogs have ranged from
“novelty experimenters” who set up a blog, publish
a post or two and then abandon the project, to
power bloggers who establish significant audiences
for their blogs, in many cases based on whimsical
subject matter.
Early vendors of photoblog/moblog applications and services have focused primarily on building active communities of users and on the publishing of public blogs. Their value proposition has
been based on Reed’s Law of group forming networks, a law whose power on the Internet has been
amply demonstrated by eBay and IM chat and
which states that the utility of large networks, particularly social networks, can scale exponentially with
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2) Media Segment
This segment consists primarily of power bloggers
–typically authors/publishers- who use their blog to
gain readers, promote themselves and their ideas or
drive demand for their products and services. Some
“professional” bloggers are charging subscriptions
or accepting donations for access to their blogs. This
segment acts as a showcase and PR engine for the
development of the blog/photoblog market, and is
also expected to develop into a numerically smaller
but strategically important market segment in its own
right –effectively a subset of the professional publishing market. Media pioneers such as Tony
Perkins, of Red Herring and Upside fame, are
already applying blog technology to create new
online media properties such as the Always-On
Network.
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Author

Usage

Market Segment

Activist/Pundit

Whether it is politics or the environment,
the activist/pundit uses their blog to give their
positions and opinions a voice on the web.
These bloggers are most interested in the free
exchange of ideas and engaging in dialog
about the issues they feel strongly about.

Media

Expert

Often authored by a journalist, consultant or
writer, the blog is used to build an audience
for the blogger’s ideas and to showcase their
expertise. Some do it for ego gratification,
others want to entice the audience to purchase
the blogger’s latest book or research report.

Media

Personal Expression

These blogs can range from teens sharing
their ideas on fashion or their social interests to
people who are passionate about a hobby, travel
or the phase of the moon, with images ranging from
artistic photography to “day in the life” snapshots.
These blogs provide a chronicle, in images and text,
of the views and life of the individual.

Consumer

Event

This is either a single blogger’s view in pictures of
an event such as a concert, demonstration, trade
show, etc. or can be a group authored photoblog/
moblog with multiple contributors.

Consumer/Media/
Business

Group

Perfect for sharing pictures of your child’s soccer team.
Multiple parents take photos at different games. They
are all posted to a single site that greatly simplifies
the sharing of photos among the team’s members.
This type of blog extends naturally into the business
realm.

Consumer/Business

Friends & Family

A frequent sub-type of the Group, where a private
collection of photos is intended to be shared among
a group of viewers that share close personal connections.

Consumer

Figure 21: Blog Author/Usage Segmentation
3) Business Segment
Business and enterprise applications are already
beginning to emerge for blogging software and services. From using a moblog to update an ongoing
construction project, to using a camera phone to
share interactive coverage of a trade show or event
with the staff back at headquarters, users are drawn
to them because they are fast and easy to deploy.
Several firms such as Palo Alto, CA based Socialtext
and Providence, RI based Traction Software are
already focused on developing blogging-like solutions for the enterprise, TextAmerica will be launching a business-oriented service under the Local
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Imaging brand and we fully expect many more
entrants in this space in the future.
B MONETIZING PHOTOBLOGGING
As blogging service providers continue to build-out
their user bases, they will need to develop or
acquire the infrastructure to support the storage and
processing of a large number of images. In parallel,
as photoblogging becomes a more widespread
activity, users will demand increased synergies and
integration with the other elements of their imaging
systems. We therefore expect significant opportunities to develop for vendors of imaging platforms, software, services and appliances, addressing the
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needs of three distinct constituencies: Providers of
photoblogging applications and services, photoblog authors, and photoblog viewers.
1) Digital Camera & Camera Phone
Vendors:
These vendors will want to make sure that their
devices make it easy for users to post their images to
blogging services. Most immediately, cameras that
today enable “tagging” an image for use could add
a user’s photoblog(s) as a destination, or even
implement “pushbutton blogging” that would automatically publish pictures right from the camera or
camera-phone to chosen blog(s).
2) Imaging Software Vendors:
Imaging software vendors have been positioning
their products to act as “photo managers” and sharing platforms for users of digital cameras. These
applications can be extended to enable users to prepare and format posts for publication. Blogger &
Movable Type have already implemented support of
a basic API for third-party applications developers,
although they are now putting their effort behind a
new API called Atom (see Appendix A).
Photolightning Corp. of Belmont, MA, will be
adding a feature to automate image posting to photoblogs from their Photolightning application .
Multiple photoblog services can be “profiled” to
enable one-step publishing of a properly formatted
email to post directly to the photoblog.
3) Infrastructure and Platforms:
The growth of weblogs with heavy image support
should be a positive development for the vendors of
all types of imaging infrastructure and platforms. It
is expected to drive increasing demand for large
scale storage; digital rights management technology; content screening and filtering software and services. Though many of the products already developed for the support of online photo services will be
applicable to blogs and online journals, it will be
important for vendors to understand some of the
unique attributes of blogs to optimize their offerings.
4) Mobile Photo Messaging Software
Vendors:
Wireless carriers who are looking to keep their subscribers active and happy –and of course to
increase their use of bandwidth- would be well
advised to take notice of the rapid growth of photoblogs and moblogs. They may choose to add photoblog publishing capabilities directly to their offerings using services such as NewBay’s FoneBlog, or
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will look for solutions from their photo messaging
vendors such as LightSurf and PictureIQ. Others
may look to strike partnerships with blogging software and service providers.
5) Stock Photography Vendors:
Using RSS/Syndication for photo feeds, a photo
stock or wire service provider, such as Corbis, Getty
Images or WireImage could make low resolution
versions of their imagery available through syndication and then have the user’s link back to the site for
licensed distribution or printing. Eyetide Media, Inc.
of San Francisco, CA, is already doing something
similar with their screen saver and photo channel distribution service. Today, much of this content is being
appropriated by users anyways with a right-click
and save picture. The advantage of syndication
using an XML wrapper such as RSS is that the links
to the original source image is preserved.
6) Online Photo Services:
Companies like Ofoto, Shutterfly, Snapfish and
PhotoWorks store millions of user’s digital photos,
usually in high-resolution, and have the infrastructure
to fulfill print requests –but to date have not strayed
far from facilitating the “path to prints”. They will
therefore soon find themselves at a functional disadvantage versus the sharing and community features
of photoblogs. Furthermore AOL’s integration of its
Journals photoblogging offering with its You’ve Got
Pictures sharing/printing service potentially offers the
best of both worlds, in effect posing a dramatic
medium-term competitive threat to the entire segment. Online photo services providers, already
faced with competing with print-at-home and print-atretail, will be well advised to actively and urgently
investigate how they can participate in the
weblog/photoblog phenomenon. They should be
looking to direct as many users as possible to
“upload once” and make it as seamless to publish a
photoblog as it is to share an album or order a print.
C PHOTOBLOGS AND HARD COPY
PRINTING
For the imaging industry, one of the most significant
questions related to the emergence of photoblogging is how the flood of images it attracts to the
web will impact photo printing. Will photoblogs
and photobloggers, by increasing the immediacy
and frequency of images being viewed, generate
an increase in overall printing activity? Given the
numbers under consideration, such an increase in
volume could represent a significant revenue opportunity for service providers and for vendors of print-
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ers and consumables.
The most obvious synergy is with online photo
services. Currently, blogging service providers are
interested in getting images published to the web
quickly for viewing, and allowing their content to
load quickly for viewers while at the same time minimizing their infrastructure requirements (storage and
bandwidth). In order to achieve this, blogging services often scale images down or limit the resolution
that can be uploaded. In contrast, online photo service providers have developed robust infrastructures
to store and manage high resolution images for sharing and ultimately printing.
These two types of services are highly complementary – in fact it could be argued they need
each other. Online photo services need to get more
users hyper-engaged in digital photography, and
more viewers looking at the pictures taken by those
users. They want passionate users who go beyond
the usual complement of photos of vacations, holidays and birthdays, and already have a pre-disposition for using the web. Active photobloggers are
always on the lookout for a great shot, they take far
more pictures than the average population and have
an active interest in viewing and enjoying images.
Blogging services have been able to generate traffic
and excitement, however as discussed in Part 3 their
challenge has been developing a sustainable revenue model. The subscription services model being
pursued by some has yet to be proven. Blogging
services will want to find ways to tap into the online
printing opportunity either directly or through partnerships. As discussed previously, AOL –which is
unique in this segment, both with respect to its size
and its ability to capitalize on this opportunity, has
already recognized it and taken the first mover
advantage.
Retailers with the ability to print online orders
–a constituency set to expand dramatically with the
launch of CPXe- (for more information on CPXe, see
the report
“CPXe - Reshaping Photofinishing
Through Web Services, Future Image 2003”) will
also want to tap into both photoblog authors and
viewers to increase their order volume. However the
technology issues may be less straightforward for
them than they are for online services. If the high resolution image is co-located or connected to the
photo served by the blog, then making the connection to a print is easy. Once that connection
between the high resolution image and the web
published image is broken, getting prints becomes
exponentially more difficult. This will make it even
more of a challenge for vendors of printer products
and supplies to leverage the blog viewing popula-
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tion. There are discussions about open P2P photo
sharing systems and print wrappers and metadata
linked back to the high resolution images, but those
are all complicated solutions that require lots of
industry participants to all get aligned.
There’s no doubt that some –perhaps mostphotoblogs will be for web viewing only. It’s equally certain however, particularly given the rapidly rising resolution of camera-phones, that a substantial
number will afford real opportunity to convert a
photo view to a photo print. There are obstacles to
be overcome such as access control and rights management but the rewards will be substantial. The
leaders of the next wave of photo services on the
web will be those companies that can overcome the
challenges and put these pieces together to create
an integrated experience for online photography.
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The fundamentals of Photoblogging are so strong
that rapid growth and mainstreaming into the consumer and business markets appear all but
inevitable. That prediction, however, implies and
assumes some fundamental shifts on the part of vendors of photoblogging software and services.
While mainstream consumers and business
people are increasingly being exposed to the concept of blogs and photoblogs through the media, little if anything is being done to communicate that the
technology and its features are relevant and empowering to them personally, other than as potential consumers of yet another form of electronic publishing.
The very words “blog” and “photoblog” reek of tech
jargon and geek appeal, and all but discourage
investigation and involvement by the average person.
What is required is an outreach to consumers
and business people that deals with several key
issues:
• Demystify the application. Emphasize benefits
(visual communication) rather than technology
(blogs), with specific targeting for either consumer or business. Subsume the “blog” (technical) language under branding language for the
particular service.
• Highlight examples of photoblogs created
and used by consumer (or business, depending
on the service’s orientation) communities of interest – communicate the “grassroots” quality to
balance “top down” media examples.
• Actively pursue matching or exceeding the
capabilities currently implemented by online
photo services, in terms of organization and
printing capabilities as well as “imaging chain”
integration.
• Provide a safe and “well lit” environment with
appropriate levels of abuse management,
access control/security and copyright protection
to keep online imaging communities from meeting the same legal fate as Napster or from being
overrun by porn and illegal software distribution
as was the case with TheGlobe.com &
Xoom.com, two early personal publishing communities.
-
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Approaches that emphasize benefits and
usage over technology can include:
Group Photoblogs:
As groups and families (and/or communities of interest) develop their own blogs and journals, multiauthor blogs (also known as wiki’s) will provide a
place for greater interactivity and sharing. Group
blogs could be very powerful tools to build “digital
family histories”, or for project management, tracking and archiving. There are some interesting new
approaches emerging for the annotation of images
such as FotoNotes’ (www.fotonotes.net) image
selection tool technology where captions can be
added to individual objects within an image.
Event-based photoblogs:
Major events, such as the next Olympics, Super
Bowl or Soccer World Cup will be attended by
thousands of “amateur photo journalists” with their
camera phones or digital cameras. For any event,
there could be hundreds of points-of-view that could
be transmitted and published in real time to a blog
to be viewed on the web. The power of this
approach in the context of major events has already
been powerfully demonstrated, albeit not in real
time, by the “This is New York – A Democracy of
Photographs” project. The real-time dimension
would add greatly to impact.

Feature evolution to assist users to
embrace and integrate photoblogging
should include:
Photo Organization:
Improvements in indexing, categorization and organization for photoblogs allowing for photos to be
grouped, archived and searched by date, event or
category. This is an area where desktop applications such as Adobe’s Photoshop Album and
LifeScape’s Picasa have made major strides. A similar approach needs to be taken for large collections
of published photos in a photoblog.
Integration of Blogging with Desktop
Imaging Applications:
Many of today’s applications are making it easier
for users to store, organize and share their photos in
creative ways. Rather than having to manage their
photoblog in parallel, users will want to upload and
publish to the blogging service of their choice directly from their primary organization application. This
enhancement will not only benefit vendors of blogging services, it could be a valuable feature differ-
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entiator for those desktop software vendors who are
able to get a solution to market quickly.
Broader Media Integration:
Given the increasing prominence of video capture
and sound annotation features in digital cameras
and camera-phones in particular, blogging software
and services providers will need to make continued
investments in extending the image support in their
platforms. Some are already poised to implement
these capabilities in the near future.
We fully expect all or most of the above to
occur within the next 12 months. On the blogging
side of the industry, the key driver is the need for service providers to generate predictable revenue
streams; and AOL’s recent entry into the space is the
key “trigger” -not just because of the sheer numbers
of their users who will be creating Journals, but
because of the competitive response that will be
required from other large portals and ISPs such as
MSN and Yahoo. With respect to the imaging
industry, we believe vendors will quickly realize it is
imperative to embrace photoblogging as a way to
get more people engaged and excited about photography, thereby generating greatly increased volumes of both images, and image views. Photoblogs
also have the potential to “unlock” hundreds of millions of “dead” images from hard disks and shoeboxes.
One can only surmise that the more photos
are shared and viewed on the web, the greater the
chance that someone will want to print them.
However for these opportunities to be fully
exploitable, the portability and interchangeability of
digital photos between different services and applications must be improved. Mechanisms to allow
photos to be used in various ways and shared
between different applications and services are the
objective of the International Imaging Industry’s
CPXe initiative which, like blogging, is based on an
XML, web services architecture. A syndication model
using technology like RSS could facilitate interchange between different systems and applications.
The application or service where the images are
stored could generate a “feed” using XML data, for
a specific album or set of images. A dialogue
between the technical organizations shepherding
standards for both groups would be a good place
to begin.
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APPENDIX A: RSS TECHNOLOGY
PRIMER
RSS (Really Simple Syndication)
The desire for an ability to pull in, comment on and post information from various sources resulted in the application of a technology called RSS or Really Simple Syndication to blog authoring (RSS is also known as Rich
Site Summary, though that label is less frequently used today). RSS and related technologies are being used
to distribute news headlines and dynamic content from thousands of online sources. There are several different approaches (RDF, RSS, Atom) to syndication that are still shaking out though they are all similar in their
use of XML and all facilitate the publish-and-subscribe capabilities that make them so effective.
An RSS Feed
or Channel can be
generated
from
almost any source.
Typically the feed
encapsulates a summary of a specific
post or piece of content from that source.
For example, NY
Times Digital provides
feeds in RSS format.
The NY Times News
Headlines feed will
include snippets from
the top news items
and permalinks to the
stories themselves.
A feed reader
Figure 22: RSS: How it Works
application (or web
service, see list at the
end of this section) that has subscribed to the NY Times News Headlines periodically polls the feed over the
internet. The feed reader keeps track of the last time a feed was updated; if it finds new content it pulls that
content from the feed. For news feeds, the content typically includes a headline and summary of a story or
news item as well as a hot link to the original story.
Userland’s Radio is unique inasmuch as it includes an embedded news reader that will not only retrieve
feed content, but will also let the user automatically include the feed reference in a post to publish to their
blog. Other popular feed readers also allow publishing directly to a blog using the Blogger API. Some bloggers pass this syndicated content through untouched. Most frequently, however, the blog author adds his own
comments prior to posting.

Figure 23: Display from Radio Userland’s Integrated News Reader
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Example: DP Review (www.dpreview.com), a popular digital imaging web site, provides an RSS feed of their
headlines. If you have an interest in digital photography, you could add DP Review to your news reader (this
typically requires cutting and pasting a url link or browsing to the feed in a directory) and it would present the
news headlines in your application every time they were updated.
Once you browsed
the headlines (the
links are live to the
original article), you
could choose to post
it to your blog.
Radio
Userland
copies the link to a
new post where you
can add your comments. Once the
comments
are
added, clicking Post
to Weblog publishes
the content.
Even though
Netscape, one of the
earliest adopters of
RSS, is no longer
providing feeds as
Figure 24: DP Review headlines in Radio’s News Reader.
part
of
My.Netscape, other
content sites such as
CNET, Infoworld,
Internet.com,
NY
Times and Yahoo,
have embraced RSS.
There is an increasing body of syndicated content becoming
available
daily.
These icons,
displayed on a
web site mean that a
feed is available. In
addition to the traditional news sources,
many weblog publishing platforms generate RSS feeds autoFigure 25: DP Review Nikon Coolpix article in Radio Editor.
matically, making it
easy for any blogger
to syndicate their blog. This ease of syndication and linking is one of the leading reasons for the viral growth
of blogs and blogging. From the starting point of a blog, you can find yourself linking off to many interesting sites.
A number of RSS feed directory services such as Moreover, MyRSS, News is Free and Syndic8 have
sprouted up on the web. They provide a focal point for those seeking one-stop-shopping for feeds to subscribe
to. Many sites and weblogs are providing their own feed links, and services like MyRSS can be used to gen-
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erate a feed from virtually any site on the web. Making use of RSS enables true narrowcasting, providing a
one-to-one connection between the writer and the reader. The basic structure of RSS supports rich content elements such as images and video.

Figure 26: DP Review post with comments in published weblog.
Specifications and Descriptions:
RSS 2.0 http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/tech/rss
www.webreference.com/authoring/languages/xml/rss/intro/
www.w3.org/TR/photo-rdf/
www.syndic8.com/~wkearney/blogs/syndic8/
Atom Project: http://www.intertwingly.net/wiki/pie/FrontPage
Feed Reader Applications:
Listing: www.hebig.org/blogs/archives/main/000877.php
Sharp Reader www.sharpreader.net/
FeedDemon www.bradsoft.com/feeddemon/
NewzCrawler www.newzcrawler.com
News Gator www.newsgator.com
Bloglines: www.bloglines.com/
Feed Aggregators:
Syndic8: www.syndic8.com/
NewsIsFree: www.newsisfree.com
MyRSS: www.myrss.com
KlipFarm: www.klipfarm.com
Sample Feeds:
Yahoo Headlines: http://news.yahoo.com/rss
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APPENDIX B: VENDOR LISTINGS
20Six
URL: www.20six.co.uk
Headquarters: Europe
Year Started: 2003
Primary Product or Service: Consumer Weblog
Service
Service Type: Free service focused on community
with premium services planned in the future

Google’s Blogger
URL: www.blogger.com
Headquarters: San Francisco, CA
Year founded: 1999, acquired by Google in 2002
Primary Product or Service: Blogger and Blogger Pro
weblog authoring tool, Blog*Spot hosting service.
Service Type: free blogging software and service
with premium upgrades

AOL Journals
URL: http://journals.aol.com
Headquarters: Dulles, VA
Year Started: 2003
Primary Product or Service: Internet Service Provider
Service Type: Free service focused on community
and integration with other AOL services

LiveJournal
URL: www.livejournal.com
Headquarters: Beaverton, OR
Year founded: 1999
Primary Product or Service: public weblog service
Service Type: User-supported community, open
source development project.
Users: over 1 million signups, over 500,000 active

BuzzNet
URL: www.buzznet.com
Headquarters: Los Angeles, CA
Year founded: 1994, relaunched as photoblogging
service in 2003
Service Type: currently a free consumer photoblogging service
Users: mobile camera owners
DiaryLand
URL: www.diaryland.com
Headquarters: Ontario, Canada
Year founded: 1999
Service Type: free consumer weblog service
Users: over 1million
Fotolog, Inc.
URL: www.fotolog.net
Headquarters: New York, NY
Year founded: 2003
Primary Product or Service:
Service Type: Free basic service with limits, gold
subscription $5/month.
Users: 50,000 +
FotoPages
URL: www.fotopages.com
Headquarters: Israel
Year founded: 2003
Primary Product or Service:
Service Type: currently a free consumer photoblogging service with /premium subscription services
coming in the future.
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My-Expressions
URL: www.my-expressions.com/
Headquarters: Cambridge, MA
Year founded: 2003
Primary Product or Service: My-Expressions rich
media weblog service
Service Type: Subscription ASP service
($2.50/month) with free one month trial with
signup.
Users: Launched in July 2003
NewBay
URL: www.newbay.com
Headquarters: Dublin, Ireland
Year founded: 2002
Primary Product or Service: private label blogging
platform for mobile phone carriers. Service Type:
consumer-oriented service with a major focus on picture messaging. Users: In beta tests with several
operators.
QLogger
URL: www.qlogger.com
Headquarters: Atlanta, GA
Year founded: 1997
Primary Product or Service: hosted consumer blogging service
Service Type: free and fee-based blogging service
focused on providing an online place for users to
“capture their lives”.
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Six Apart
URL: www.sixapart.com
Headquarters: San Francisco, CA
Year founded: 2002
Primary Product or Service: Movable Type (MT) software, TypePad hosted service
Users: 250,000 downloads of MT, est. 100,000
active users

Weblogger
URL: www.weblogger.com
Headquarters:
Year founded: 1998
Primary Product or Service: Hosting of weblogs
powered by Userland’s Frontier and Manila
Service Type: hosting ASP
Users:

Text America
URL: www.textamerica.com
Headquarters: San Diego, CA
Year founded: service went live in mid-2002, company is part of Liberation Management a long distance and messaging company.
Primary Product or Service: Textamerica, Local
Imaging

Xanga.com
URL: www.xanga.com
Headquarters: New York, NY
Year founded: 1999
Primary Product of Service: Consumer Weblog
Service
Service Type: Free service focused on community
with premium services for image hosting and
enhanced authoring tools

Trellix Web
URL: www.trellix.com
Headquarters: Concord, MA
Year founded: 1996
Primary Product or Service: Private label web publishing software and services provided to web hosting companies, communities & ISPs.
Customers offering blogging: Earthlink and others
Tripod Blog Builder
URL: www.tripod.com
Headquarters: Waltham, MA
Year service started: Feb. 2003
Primary Product or Service: Online blogging tool
and
Service Type: consumer-oriented service with basic
text blogging services offered for free, “Plus” services
available for a monthly subscription, including
expanded privacy settings and image handling
capabilities.
Users: more than 100,000
UserLand
URL: www.userland.com
Headquarters: Acton, MA
Year founded: 1988
Primary Products or Services: Frontier, Manila, Radio
and Weblog.com
Service Type: weblog authoring software and hosting services
Users: not disclosed
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APPENDIX C: LINKS & RESOURCES
Listed below are some links of interest for those of you who want to explore further.
Check www.photoblogs.info for updates to this list and to keep current with photoblogging news
and information.
RSS & Syndication – See Appendix A
Fun sites:
PictureYourself: www.pictureyourself.org/
SnapThat: www.snapthat.com/
Photoblog Webring: www.digitalwoe.com/photos/index.php
News & Info:
Picturephoning.com http://textually.org/picturephoning/
Photoblogs.org www.photoblogs.org/
Blog directories & rankings:
Blogdex: http://blogdex.net/
Blogstreet: www.blogstreet.com/
Blogtree: www.blogtree.com/
Technorati: www.technorati.com/
Weblogs.com: www.weblogs.com
Journalism & Other:
Always-On Network: www.alwayson-network.com/
David Reed on Group Forming Networks:
www.reed.com/gfn/
www.media.mit.edu/people/bio_dpreed.html
www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reed's_law
JBlogs List (JournalistBlogs): www.cyberjouralist.net/cyberjournalists.html
Web Photo Journals site by Dan Bricklin: www.bricklin.com/webphotojournals/
Mail to any Blog
Mfop: www.bastish.net/mfop/
Moblogger: http://moblogger.sourceforge.net/
IM Blog
Mindsay: www.mindsay.com/
Business Blogging Tools & Services
Socialtext: www.socialtext.com
Traction Software: www.tractionsoftware.com
I3A & CPXe Initiative
International Imaging Industry Association: www.i3a.org
Picture Services Network: www.pictureservices.org
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